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Official Antisemitism

Two newspapers close to the regional administration of Bryansk regularly publish antisemitic articles. The July 27, 2001 issue of Bryanskaya pravda—the official paper of the “Patriotic Bryansk”
political movement, whose membership includes the governor and other top local officials—contained a typical example. In that issue, an article entitled “Not Waiting for Aleksandr Nevsky”
blasted Jews:
My fellow Bryansk residents are upset that today in Russia, Jews are running things everywhere. In the Duma,
practically every second member is a representative of this ethnicity. In the government it’s the same. They are
also the owners of oil and gas companies and the biggest factories. “And where are we?” the most brave among
us ask me. “Is Russia Israel?”

The article went on to praise Governor Yuri Lodkin and approvingly quoted an unidentified “comrade” who called for a return of tough rulers like Stalin and Aleksandr Nevsky.13
An August 24, 2001 article in Bryanskaya pravda praised former Krasnodar Kray governor Nikolai
Kondratenko—a notorious antisemite—by asserting that:
He is totally correct when he talks about the abnormal situation of Russians being literally pushed out from all
sorts of key positions. It is hard to disagree with his opinion that you cannot find Russians among the top levels
of the financial world…14

The newspaper earlier printed an appeal from Governor Kondratenko exclusively blaming Jews for
the atrocities of the first decades of Soviet rule and filled with antisemitic code words like “cosmopolitans.”15
According to UCSJ’s Bryansk monitor Lyudmila Komogortseva, the official newspaper of the
regional administration—Bryansky rabochy—often prints antisemitic articles as well. In addition:
Periodically, in newspapers supported by the authorities, articles directly calling for the cleansing of ethnic ranks
appear. Naturally, the RNU see this as a signal to action.
All appeals to the Prosecutor’s Office and law enforcement agencies were met with nothing but form letters.
I have personally had experience with this phenomenon [antisemitic extremism] when a member of the Black
Hundreds, as he put it, came to my office and threatened me with an object that looked like a grenade, telling me
that I am lucky that in my passport my ethnicity is not listed as Jewish. A similar incident took place when I was
meeting with voters during my campaign to the regional Duma, which I won.
When I sent a statement to the FSB and the Prosecutor’s Office, despite having witnesses, they refused to start a
criminal case.
There is the typical position of our law enforcement structures!16

According to a local human rights NGO:
There have been statements by officials that contained pro-war propaganda and incitement to discrimination and
violence. For example, the statements of the State Duma deputy from Bryansk Oblast V. [Vasily] I. Shandybin,
as well as his statements and commentary about them published in the pro-governor newspaper Bryansky
rabochy and in district newspapers.17
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Indeed, Mr. Shandybin has become one of Russia’s most visible antisemites,
hiding behind the immunity from prosecution that comes with his position as a
State Duma deputy to get around laws prohibiting the incitement of ethnic or
religious hatred. In late 2000, he expressed his opposition to a proposal to lift
deputies’ immunity from prosecution in a highly revealing way:
Today I strongly stand up against the West, Clinton, Zionism and the fifth column in
Russia and the Duma. If immunity is annulled, then tomorrow, to the joy of the
democrats, Vasily Ivanovich Shandybin will be arrested and all the newspapers will
write about how bad he is…18

Vasily Shandybin

According to a January 2001 article profiling him, upon meeting somebody for
the first time, Mr. Shandybin is in the habit of demanding to know “Are you by any chance a Jew?”19
After NTV was taken over by a pro-Kremlin managing team headed by a Russian-American businessman named Boris Jordan, Mr. Shandybin labeled him a “Zionist” (Mr. Jordan is not Jewish).20
Mr. Shandybin’s web site contains some of his favorite quotes, including: “The Jewish mafia has
taken the banks, the oil and the gas. And the Russian mafia has been left with just the small factories.” Another quote praises Stalin and makes the incredible statement that “There were no repressions” during the Stalin period.21 In April 2001, he shouted his support on the Duma floor of ultranationalist Vladimir Zhirinovsky’s speech explaining why he refused to stand in honor of victims of
the Holocaust (see the Moscow chapter for more details).22 The following month, he blasted a
proposed Duma resolution condemning antisemitism, arguing that the Russian people are the most
humiliated people in Russia, and that the resolution, which the Duma ultimately rejected, should
include a resolution condemning “Russophobia.”23 Late in 2001, he publicly raved about Masons—
whom Russian antisemites often lump together with Jews—characterizing Masons as:
[E]nemies of Russia. They appoint the world government. They earlier ruled the Soviet Union and now they
rule Russia. There are very many Masons in the Duma. I know who they are, but if I name names, they will take
me to court.24

In an article appropriately entitled “Blasphemy,” the newspaper Moskovsky komsomolets characterized his response to the terrorist attacks of September 11 in the following way:
To the question of who is responsible for the attacks, which ended thousands of lives, a direct and clear answer
was given by Deputy of the State Duma Shandybin (speaking, as always, in the name of hundreds of thousands
of his voters who totally support him): “American imperialism and Zionism.”25

Extremist Groups
RNU activists mount joint patrols with police in the city of Bryansk, focusing on youth clubs.26
According to a local human rights NGO, the RNU’s city and regional branches have been registered
by the authorities and “Members of the RNU actively support the head of the Bryansk Oblast administration Yu. E. Lodkin and are members of the Public Council under the governor of Bryansk
Oblast.” The National Bolsheviks, on the other hand, operate without registration in the region.27
In May 2001, a reporter for a newspaper critical of the regional administration encountered a group
of RNU members in full swastika regalia marching through a city park near a World War II monument. The neo-Nazis were mostly between 14-18 years old, but had older men leading them. Seeing
them near the monument, the reporter was filled with
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[A] feeling of the greatest anger. And not just at the young fascists, but at the regional administration. Where
are our vaunted communists? Where is “Patriotic Bryansk?” Or have they openly united with the fascists?… If
the Germans have taken from their history a bitter lesson and passed a strict law banning fascism, we on the
other hand, who so cruelly suffered from it, cannot yet say a decisive “No!” to reincarnated fascism!28

At a meeting about crime held in the mayor’s office in September 2001, the head of the Bryansk city
police—Colonel Aleksandr Poleshchenko—expressed concern about the presence in the city of
“armed formations of skinheads.” The author of an article covering this meeting reported that
Bryansk skinheads are becoming more unified in their actions—whereas three years ago, they belonged to separate gangs acting without any coordination, “now they are together.”
He added that several years ago, police barely stopped a “pogrom” against people from the
Caucasus—during the “City Day” festival, skinheads tried to stab local Armenians in a restaurant,
but they were arrested by the police just in time. However, police let them go soon afterwards,
supposedly because the skinheads had been able to dispose of their weapons before being arrested.
A senior police official is quoted in the article as saying that the police do not have a special unit set
up to deal with skinheads, since so far “incidents of mass disturbances with their participation have
not been noted.” However, he added that this does not mean that they do not present a serious threat
to public safety, calling them a “time bomb” waiting to explode.
The article also had some details about the RNU in Bryansk. Made up of a core group of between
30-50 members, the RNU meets every Saturday in a fixed location of the city to distribute literature.
As in some other cities, RNU members are linked to criminal gangs in Bryansk. Interestingly, local
skinheads do not associate with the RNU, instead relying on Moscow skinheads to provide financial
and ideological support.29
Antisemitic Media
Official newspapers in Bryansk are not along in inciting antisemitism. During the December 2000
gubernatorial elections in Bryansk, a television station reportedly controlled by an opponent of
Governor Lodkin labeled him a Jew, and officials working under him “pederasts.”30
The newspaper Fakt published in September 2001 a long open letter to Vasily Shandybin from a
Russian émigré living in New York named Valery Gerasimov. Mr. Gerasimov, who rather dubiously
identifies himself as a “journalist,” accuses Americans of stealing babies in order to drink their
blood, noting that “the Jewish controlled press is in no hurry to report on this.”31
Religious Intolerance
A series of articles in the independent newspaper Bryansko vremya about “sects” contained insults
directed against Pentecostals and Jehovah’s Witnesses. One article accused Pentecostals of hypnotizing their followers, asserting that only two or three percent of people are mentally strong enough
to resist such powerful hypnosis. A telephone number was printed in the text of the article so that
readers could call and give the newspaper information “about totalitarian sects in the region” and
“share their experience on how they escaped from this evil.”32 Another article called Jehovah’s
Witnesses a “semi-commercial sect” and quoted a drug treatment specialist as saying that:
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It is completely obvious that you can call the Jehovists a totalitarian sect. Look at the methods used by the
“Witnesses” to attract people to their flock… Inspiration directed at weak or “unstable” people. There is an idol
which saves them—in this case, Jehovah—and all their powers are thrown into forcing a person to bow down to
it. Here, the use of hypnosis is possible.33

IVANOVO OBLAST
Estimated Jewish Population: 800 in the city of Ivanovo.34
Highlights from the Previous Report
A local human rights NGO reported that the RNU was registered in the region under a different
name, that its members freely distribute their literature while wearing swastika armbands and that its
leader teaches at Ivanovo State University, spreading his extremist ideas. In addition, the NGO noted
an increase in the number of attacks on ethnic minorities, adding that “The authorities do practically
nothing to correct the situation.”
Extremist Groups
After a Baptist missionary named Sergey Marar was killed at the beginning of April 2001 in Teikovo,
a Baptist leader in Ivanovo—Vladimir Mitskevich—speculated that the RNU may have been responsible. Mr. Marar came to Teikovo in July 2000 and for eight months worked there as a missionary.
Two men came to his apartment, supposedly to talk to him about religion, but then started to threaten
him, demanding that he leave the town. Soon afterwards, he was found murdered in his apartment.
The police reportedly showed no interest in the possible reasons for his death. Among the documents found there were the passports of sponsors necessary for the registration of a new Baptist
church.
According to Mr. Mitskevich, in Ivanovo and its suburbs, the RNU is extremely active. Not long
before his death, Mr. Marar spoke on the local radio and characterized Russian Orthodoxy as a
religion of the past. This inflammatory statement could have been the reason for his murder.35
KALUGA OBLAST
Highlights from the Previous Report
The chief of the regional Department of Internal Affairs expressed his concern over the activities of
the RNU, which at the time was legally registered in the region, and reported that the RNU was
distributing Nazi literature. The local newspaper Znamya regularly published antisemitic articles. A
local human rights group reported that the authorities persecuted Protestant groups. A city court
awarded custody of a child to the father, solely because the mother is a Jehovah’s Witness.
UCSJ’s Regional Monitor on Local Conditions36
Occasionally, there are incidents of street-level (bytovoy) antisemitism, but this problem is not
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critical. The RNU is rather active in the region, which leads to an increase in such incidents. The
Communist era “Struggle against Zionism” has also left its mark. At the same time, there is an
impact from the fact that those officials who have held onto power were raised for many years in the
atmosphere of Soviet state-sponsored antisemitism. At times it becomes known, for example, that a
director of a research institute has said off the record something like: “There are too many Jews in
this laboratory.” Within such organizations, informal de facto restrictions are kept in place against
Jews, but to prove this in court is very difficult.
No restrictions on the rights of people based on their ethnicity have been noted within regional
legislation or from state agencies on the regional level. However, local officials and political actors
sometimes try to play on the nationalistic sentiments of certain parts of the electorate.
Extremist Groups
A local human rights NGO reported that the RNU participated in a pressure campaign organized by
local authorities against the construction of a Protestant church in Obninsk.37 The leader of the
Kaluga branch of the RNU—Oleg Chukanov—ran for a seat in the regional legislature, calling for:
“The extermination in the region of organized crime, including the Caucasian mafia (5-6% of residents who are Caucasian commit 2/3 of the serious crimes registered in the region) and also the
Jewish financial oligarchy.”38 It is not known if he was elected or not.
During the November 7, 2001 commemoration in Kaluga of the anniversary of the Russian Revolution, the head of the local branch of “Working Russia”—Tatyana Kalyadina—reportedly blamed
“Zionism” and “kike-masonry” for the September 11 terrorist attacks in the US. Estimates of her
audience ranged from 3,500 (according to the organizers) to around 500 (according to a newspaper
account).39
In July 2001, local Cossacks announced that they were ready to “increase the number of sites under
guard by Cossacks.”40 While UCSJ has no evidence that Cossacks in Kaluga are engaged in hate
group style activities, the continuing practice throughout Russia of devolving law enforcement
functions to paramilitary groups like Cossacks has led in other regions to abuses that disproportionately affect ethnic minorities.
Antisemitic Incidents
An election pamphlet circulated in Obninsk in 2001 revealed the “real” Jewish last names of two
local politicians, whom the author of the pamphlet blamed for a rise in child mortality and drug
overdoses in the city.
On a positive note, the regional government paid 6,000 rubles for a Holocaust memorial on the site
of a mass killing by the Nazis.41
Religious Intolerance
The Tarusa newspaper Oktyabr ran a series of articles in the summer of 2001 defaming local Protestants. For example, an open letter entitled “Satan’s Ball on Cathedral Square” referred to a local
Pentecostal church as “the so-called Blagodat church” and its members as “sectarians.” The author
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called for the local authorities to declare a state of emergency, warning that if Protestants aren’t
stopped, Russia could become another Yugoslavia, fatally divided into too many separate religions.42
Letters responding to this open letter echoed the author’s hysteria. One local woman wrote that:
In the new Constitution [sic—the reader should have written Doctrine] of National Security there is a point
about opposing “the negative influence of foreign religious organizations.” They are dangerous for Russia—the
government recognizes—because they incite ethnic and religious clashes. Russian people! Keep to the Orthodox faith, the faith of your fathers and grandfathers!43

Even worse, the head of the Tarusa District—Yu. Nakhrov—wrote a letter to the paper printed in the
same issue criticizing the Blagodat and Word of Life churches (both of which are Pentecostal congregations) for their religious activity in the city, warning that they face “administrative measures” and
adding that: “The Russian Orthodox Church officially lists these religious organizations as sects.”44
KOSTROMA OBLAST
Estimated Jewish Population: 3,500 in the region; 1,500 in the city of Kostroma.45
Highlights from the Previous Report
Residents near the settlement of Vysokovo attacked Roma (Gypsies) living there, burning down their
homes because of that community’s perceived ties to drug dealing. The local FSB videotaped a
service in a Pentecostal church as “proof” that Pentecostals engage in “mass hypnosis.” Local
authorities tried to have the church disbanded through court proceedings.
UCSJ’s Regional Monitor on Local Conditions46
Kostroma is located on the Upper Volga, 325 kilometers north-east of Moscow. The city’s population is around 300,000 including about 1,500 Jews. Since 1944 it has been the region’s capital.
Like many provincial cities, our region is not well off and receives subsidies from Moscow.
The 1990s can be characterized as the time when branches of Pamyat first appeared in our city,
followed by the RNU and similar organizations. Blatantly antisemitic articles by Kostroma journalist Viktor Badin appeared, and the Russian Orthodox Church regularly published the works of the
well known Ioann of Kronshtadt. We recall the torchlight processions of RNU fighters which took
place on our city’s main street—Sovestkaya Street. The city back then was simply covered with
RNU leaflets reading “For Russian Order.”
At the end of 1999, there were mayoral elections in Kostroma. Five people ran for this post. The
race’s decisive battle was between the incumbent mayor Boris Konstantinovich Korobov and one of
the most odious people in the city—the leader of the local branch of the RNU Shalaev, who in his
election campaign didn’t hold back at all, threatening to “bring a Russian order and throw all the
kikes and black asses47 out of this age-old Russian city.” Korobov won in the first round, and hard
times began for the RNU. Slowly, the pogromist leaflets disappeared from bus stops and Shalaev
was fired from his post as director of the city’s market.
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Within a year, gubernatorial elections were held between the mayor and the incumbent governor,
who based himself on the Red-Browns [communists and fascists]. I was at a meeting in support of
the governor. The leader of the Kostroma communists—the current head of the regional legislature
Valery Izhitsky—said approximately the following: “[Governor] Shershunov is going into the elections in order to end the yoke of the accursed Jew.” I was forced to leave the meeting. Nevertheless,
Shershunov won, thanks to large administrative resources.
Slowly, hysteria about the ethnic question is once again building, thanks most of all the KPRF, the
Movement to Support the Army48, some Cossacks and similar organizations. At almost every meeting dedicated to May Day or November 7 [the anniversary of the Russian Revolution], participants
hold signs and make speeches with blatantly xenophobic and antisemitic themes. Once again,
leaflets and graffiti are appearing. Graffiti appeared on Sovetskaya Street, past which officials of the
city administration walk on their way to work, reading “Kikes are thieves and the false Putin is one
too.” Nobody even thinks about cleaning it up, despite the fact that the [Jewish] community has
often expressed its protest. On Petrovsky Boulevard, graffiti reading “Russia is a colony of the
kikes” constantly appears, until very recently 100 meters from the synagogue on a fence the words
“Putin promises what Hitler wasn’t able to accomplish” were written. That last terrible slogan has
now been eliminated. There have been two threats reported against members of the community on
public transportation; one woman was almost pulled off of a trolley. In the city, already mentioned
people often offer passersby antisemitic leaflets. At the end of July, there was a meeting of supporters of the KPRF protesting against the adoption of the new Land Code while holding signs with
antisemitic slogans. Two days later, on the ninth of Ava [July 29], there was an attempt by unknown
people to burn down the synagogue, which indicates the good ideological preparation of the organizers of the act. The community is now preparing a written protest against the explosion of such
incidents in the city and has informed the city and regional administration, the police and the FSB
about this.
This year there were incidents reported at the city market in which local people fought against people
from the Caucasus. In Kologriva (in the north-east of the region) this Spring there was a mass fight
between locals and people from Dagestan that took place in the forest nearby. This Spring, despite
the protests of the Muslim community, non-Muslims were buried in the Muslim part of a cemetery.
This led to a protest from the [Jewish] community, we went to the mayor’s office to resolve this issue
(the mayor will address it after his vacation is over). Within a year, every faith will have its own part
of a new cemetery which will be built thanks to fund from the European Bank for Reconstruction
and Development.
It should be noted that basically, there have been no huge excesses noted in the city. Public Councils
under the administrations of the mayor and the governor operate, along with a council of heads of
religious confessions under the governor. Issues that trouble any simple resident or parishioner of a
church, mosque or synagogue are addressed in a friendly atmosphere at these meetings… A series of
public cultural projects are going forward in which our community is playing an active part. We
constantly meet and support each other, we have good relations with the [Russian Orthodox] Church,
the Muslim community and the national-cultural autonomies. Nevertheless, Russia is still an unstable country… [ellipsis in the original]
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Extremist Groups

In November 2000, a local newspaper accused Governor Shershunov of being behind the decision in
Governor Shershunov used two members of this “voluntary brigade” as bodyguards during his
election campaign. One has since been killed in what police termed a criminal conflict.49
According to local Jewish leader and UCSJ monitor Andrey Osherov, the RNU is active in three
small cities in the Kostroma region—Buy, Galich and Sharya. In Buy and Galich, RNU thugs gather
in the markets in the center of each town. They concentrate on recruiting local youth and even try to
penetrate the schools. In Sharya, however, local members of the Jewish community, some of whom
are businessmen, are taking measures to counteract the RNU.50
Antisemitic Incidents
In late July 2001, an officially sanctioned demonstration by members of the Kostroma branch of the
KPRF featured antisemitic slogans. Demonstrators condemned the Land Code, which legalized the
sale of some land in Russia. Some of the participants attacked President Putin directly, saying that
he and “kike-oligarchs have thrown the country under the NATO boot of the kike camarilla.”51
On the afternoon of July 29,
2001 unidentified arsonists
attempted to burn down the
Kostroma synagogue. The
arsonists placed wooden
planks and other construction
material being used to repair
the building against the right
side of the synagogue. They
then spread some sort of
flammable liquid on the
planks and set it ablaze. The
fire was first noticed by a
librarian, who after smelling
the smoke and looking out
Aftermath of the Kostroma synagogue arson
the window, saw flames as
high as five meters shooting up along the side of the building. Luckily, synagogue employees reacted quickly and managed to bring most of the blaze under control during the 12 minutes it took the
fire department to arrive. Another factor impeding the spread of the fire was the flame-retardant
paint that the community wisely used on the planks.
The chief of the fire brigade concluded with 90% certainty that the fire was caused by arson after
traces of a flammable liquid were discovered. The Jewish community informed the city authorities
and the local FSB about the incident immediately.52
On a positive note, in September 2001, after several appeals by the Jewish community, city authorities painted over antisemitic graffiti. In addition, at a meeting with the mayor of the city the previous
week, the Jewish community was informed that the process of returning to the community a building
confiscated during the Soviet period had begun.53
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In October 2001, extremist youths calling themselves “White Brothers” were spotted passing out
antisemitic leaflets in Kostroma. The leaflets called for a struggle against “World Zionism” which
1996 to use RNU members to “keep order” in Kostroma [UCSJ’s 1998-1999 Russian Regional
Report described how, at the time, the RNU and police worked together in Kostroma]. The author of
the article dates the decision back to April 1996, when the governor was a high ranking law enforcement official. Since then, cooperation with the RNU has ceased, though the author alleges that
through world-wide computerization is supposedly “beginning a new epoch of the victorious celebration of the laws of the Talmud over Christianity.”54
In November 2001, on the eve of the opening ceremony of the Kostroma synagogue (originally
confiscated by the Soviet government but returned to the community in the 1990s), the building was
repeatedly vandalized. Swastikas were drawn on the building three times between November 19-27,
2001. After the last incident on November 27, the Jewish leadership decided not to clean up the
swastikas so that they would be visible to Jewish leaders and government officials scheduled to visit
the synagogue for its official opening on November 28. Andrey Osherov
explained to UCSJ that the swastikas were left untouched because:
[W]e want to ask questions of the mayor and the governor about what happened and find out what sort of
measures and help they plan to give our community so that such things become less possible in the future.
Unfortunately, like always, everything starts on a small scale. First swastikas on the walls (this summer there
was an attempt to burn down the [synagogue] building), then more concrete actions. They say that in the country
there is no state antisemitism, but one would like to ask who stands behind these attacks, who directs the youth
to paint swastikas and insult the feelings of the Jews of Kostroma, who are citizens of Russia? What bad thing
did the Jewish community do to our city for people to treat us this way? There are a lot of questions, but despite
this, we live, we are growing, we are opening the synagogue and we remain Jews!

Two thugs forced their way into the synagogue on the night of November 19 by sticking a knife to
the throat of the watchman. The criminals stole a television set and fled. The watchman jumped out
of a second story window and called the police, who arrived quickly, but were unable to find the
robbers. The community had purchased property insurance after the July 2001 arson, but unfortunately, the TV set was not covered.55
The following month, antisemites continued to target the synagogue. On December 3, 2001 a swastika was painted on the synagogue’s door and its doorbell was broken. The night-watchman heard a
suspicious noise, but was afraid to open the door. The next evening, somebody threw two rocks at
the synagogue, luckily without causing any damage, and the entrance door was covered in diesel
fuel, but not set on fire. Police arrived and promised to watch out for further incidents.56
Religious Intolerance
In November 2000, Keston News Service reported that the Kostroma FSB had provided personal
financial information about a local Pentecostal pastor to two newspapers, which published articles
attacking him on the eve of the resumption of court proceedings aimed at disbanding his church.
The FSB allegedly leaked information acquired during a tax inspection of the Kostroma Christian
Center.57 Later that month, the Kostroma Christian Center and the Blagodat church successfully
fought in court against an attempt by the local Department of Justice to disband them [see UCSJ’s
previous report for more details].
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KURSK OBLAST
Highlights from the Previous Report

Shortly after his election, Governor Aleksandr Mikhaylov gave an interview in which he compared
the Russian Jewish Congress to “filth” and pointed out that his defeated opponent had a Jewish
mother. Soon afterwards, a Jewish aide to former Governor Rutskoy was allegedly called a “kike”
and then severely beaten by an official in the new administration when he returned to his old office
to wrap up his affairs. A group of Baptist pastors accused the mayor of Kursk of persecuting them in
conjunction with the local Russian Orthodox bishop, who reportedly referred to the Baptists as
members of a “harmful sect.”
UCSJ’s Regional Monitor on Local Conditions58
Before the Revolution, Kursk was a city of the Black Hundreds to which revolutionary activists were
exiled (most of whom were Jews: Levitskaya-Aristarkhova, R. Pravdivtseva, and others); the Black
Hundreds were able to attack them and periodically start pogroms against the whole Jewish population.
Many years have passed since that time, but antisemitism still has a place today. Mainly, it is streetlevel [bytovoy] antisemitism, which rises up in disputes between neighbors; Jews try to avoid such
conflicts and insults, of which there are many. A Jew can be taking a walk somewhere, not bothering
anybody, and some drunk will say “Hey, kike. All of you need to be killed!” This can happen even
though that “kike” doesn’t know the boor who insults him and has never had any dealings with him.
One employee of the Jewish Center had to leave her job at a kindergarten only because the boss saw
her as a rival for her job and started persecuting her, saying that Russia should be ruled by Russians
and there is no place here for Jews. Well, there you go—nothing more or less than to rule Russia on
the level of a director of a kindergarten. There are also skinheads in Kursk who persecute young
people if, G-d forbid, they see them wearing clothes with a Jewish symbol or Hebrew writing. The
words “Kikes! Get out of Russia” and similar slogans often appear on the doors and walls of the
Jewish Center. This is on the level of mean tricks, but it leaves an unpleasant impression. And as for
the desecration of Jewish graves and the destruction of tombstones, that is a more concrete unpleasantness.
One cannot say that antisemitism in Kursk isn’t countered. The police take care of those highhanded hooligans. Sometimes.
The [Chesed Barukh] Jewish Center doesn’t have its own building. It rents several tiny rooms in an
old building where there isn’t any room to turn around and it is very hard to work. There is no
synagogue. Prayers take place in a room for volunteers and leaders of programs (the room measures
20 square meters).
The leadership of the Jewish Center has appealed several times to the administrations of the region
and the city to grant us a building or a parcel of land for the construction of one, but these requests
have remained voices howling in the desert, though for the fascists of the RNU, a domicile inside the
building of a circus has been found.
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But all of what has been mentioned here does not compare in any way to the statements of the
“wonderful” governor of the Kursk region Aleksandr Nikolaevich Mikhaylov—a fiery communist,
antisemite and former deputy of the State Duma, who announced that in the elections, he had defeated the former governor General Rutskoy whose mother (how shameful!) “in case anybody
doesn’t know it, is a Jew—Zinaida Iosifovna.”
“Do you know what the VEK is? The All-Russian Jewish Congress. Today, we have dealt not just
with one person, but with this organization. You know who Rutskoy is, and behind him stood
Berezovsky. And we have defeated them here…” These are the pearls that Aleksandr Nikolaevich
has given us. His statements did not go unnoticed. The next day afterwards, under the windows of
the Kursk Jewish Community, hooligans gathered and organized a small demonstration—they
supported the governor who is saving Russia from the kikes, that “excellent” orator and politician.
Official Antisemitism
Despite the clear incitement of ethnic hatred contained in Governor Mikhaylov’s comparison of the
Russian Jewish Congress to “filth,” in December 2000, the Prosecutor General’s Office refused to
bring charges against him. The official decision argued that: “A. Mikhaylov’s actions cannot be
viewed as being aimed at inciting ethnic, racial or religious hatred…” and that they were “isolated
actions which produced no consequences.”59 Aleksandr Fedulov—a State Duma deputy representing
part of the Kursk region—repeatedly tried and failed to get the State Duma to condemn Governor
Mikhaylov’s remarks and antisemitism in general.
Extremist Groups
In April 2001, a local newspaper alleged that Yuri Milyukov—head of the Obayansky District—has
ties to the local RNU.60
In September 2001, a newspaper reported that dark-skinned foreign students at the Kursk State
Medical University are increasingly becoming the victims of racist attacks. The article points out
that the attacks are clearly racist since:
If before students from Asia and African at the Kursk State Medical University were attacked with the goal of
robbing them and taking away their money and things, now Kursk aborigines [a sarcastic reference to Russians
in Kursk] have become un-mercenary in their motives. Now they just simply beat up Africans and Asians. It has
gotten to the point that foreign students have become afraid to go out onto the street at night.

The university administration officially requested that police protect the foreign students.61
In October 2001, an Internet news service reported that an organization calling itself the “Organization for the Liberation of Palestine” was founded in Kursk under the aegis of ultra-nationalist
Vladimir Zhirinovsky’s LDPR. The organization is made up of Palestinians and other Arab students
studying in Kursk and has allegedly engaged in educational work to inform local residents of the
reasons why terrorism is necessary in the struggle against Israel. Mr. Zhirinovsky regularly calls for
closer ties between Russia and the Arab world and is a frequent visitor to Iraq and Libya.62
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Other Antisemitic Incidents

The pre-Revolutionary pogromist slogan “Beat the kikes—Save Russia!” was written on the walls of
the Chesed Barukh Jewish Center in Kursk on the night of December 9, 2001 (Hanukkah). The
director of the Center, Igor Bukhman, requested that police start an investigation of the incident.63
Xenophobia
According to a local human rights organization, there have been several reports in recent years of
beatings of migrants and refugees from the Caucasus in Kursk. Police, as a rule, fail to mount
serious criminal investigations of these assaults.64
LIPETSK OBLAST
Highlights from the Previous Report
In August 2000, LDPR leader Vladimir Zhirinovsky visited Lipetsk, where he told supporters that
the reason why Vladimir Gusinsky was freed from prison was because he is Jewish.
In November 2000, NTV’s web site reported that members of the RNU and Pamyat held a demonstration in front of a prayer house belonging to the Lipetsk Church of Evangelical Christian-Baptists.
The neo-Nazis threatened to storm the building. Local authorities reportedly gave permission for the
demonstration, which the neo-Nazis promised would become a regular event. The reason for the
protest was that the building had once belonged to the Russian Orthodox Church, which allegedly
only demanded it back after the Baptists had spent considerable time and money repairing it. The
Baptists announced that they would return it to the Orthodox Church if they received some sort of
compensation. The local Orthodox bishop appealed for calm.
In March 2000, a state appointed expert alleged in court that foreign intelligence agencies were
behind the activity of the Jehovah’s Witnesses; other experts stated that the Witnesses’ door to door
evangelizing violated the 1997 Religion Law. In June, Keston News Service reported that in defiance of a court ruling, local officials remained reluctant to register the Jehovah’s Witnesses.
Extremist Groups
On March 20, 2001 at 3AM, a dozen armed men attacked a Pentecostal Church in Lipetsk, shooting
around 20 bullets which destroyed the church’s cross, windows and front door. Earlier, the church
had appealed to police for protection after windows were broken and church leaders were threatened.
Police allegedly did little after the threats, and on March 20, they arrived a full 30 minutes after
being called. The Slavic Center for Law and Justice—a religious freedom group—blamed the attack
indirectly on Aleksandr Dvorkin—the Russian Orthodox Church’s main “fighter against sects”
whose public lectures in cities such as Lipetsk, according to the Slavic Center, incite violence against
religious minorities.65
Antisemitic Incidents
A local human rights NGO reported that: “Incidents of antisemitism are practically absent, though
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politicians in election campaigns sometimes speculate on the phrase ‘The Jews are to blame for
everything.’”66
Antisemitic Media
The newspaper Russkie idut! (“The Russians are Coming!”) published in Lipetsk ran an article in
2001 accusing communists of not understanding that they are “blind tools in the hands of the Zionists: the goal of Zionism is the total destruction of Russian statehood and the native population of
Russian in order to achieve world rule!”67
MOSCOW (CITY)
Estimated Jewish Population: 400,000.68
Highlights from the Previous Report
In September 1999, Jews in Moscow began receiving calls from people claiming to be RNU members threatening them if they did not leave Russia. The RNU, which used to have a strong presence
in Moscow, was for the most part driven underground by a city government crackdown. At the same
time, however, Moscow police as a rule ignored the growing problem of skinhead violence, and did
nothing about the fact that Communists, skinheads and Russian Orthodox fundamentalists held
several antisemitic demonstrations, ranging in size from a few dozen to several thousand. At a
roundtable on problems of extremism in the city, representatives of the city administration
dismissively argued that the reason youth “play fascist games” is because television promotes violence.
On August 25, 2000 former KKK leader David Duke began a one month visit to Russia on the
invitation of Aleksandr Prokhanov, the chief editor of the influential antisemitic newspaper Zavtra,
and Konstantin Kasimovsky, the head of the antisemitic organization “Russian Action.” Speaking to
a capacity crowd at the Mayakovsky Museum, Mr. Duke called for action against “the Aryan race’s
main enemy— world Zionism” and added that, “it is the Jews who have brought us to our knees.”
He called for all dark skinned people to be forced out of Moscow. The crowd responded with cries
of “Glory to Russia!” and “White Power!” Mr. Duke’s visit came just two weeks after President
Putin granted an unprecedented meeting to Mr. Prokhanov, in effect legitimizing his antisemitic
publishing activity.
On June 13, 2000 Vladimir Gusinsky—the president of the Russian Jewish Congress and head of the
Media Most company—was arrested on embezzlement charges. He was put into the Butyrka jail,
outside of which demonstrators gathered yelling “Find a place in Butyrka for all Jews!” and “Beat
the Jews!” Jewish groups condemned the arrest, calling it an attack on the independent media and
on the Jewish community (Mr. Gusinsky’s NTV was the only independent national television channel and was often critical of President Putin and the war in Chechnya). Over the preceding few
months, government controlled television had singled out the Russian Jewish Congress as a “fifth
column” and on the day of Mr. Gusinsky’s arrest, the Chief Rabbi of Russia, Adolf Shaevich, characterized the arrest as, “another step aimed at the destruction of the Jewish community in Russia.” On
October 19, 2000 police raided the Choral Synagogue, supposedly looking for evidence that the
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Jewish community had laundered money from Mr. Gusinsky’s Media-Most company through the
synagogue.
The antisemitic television program “Russian House” continued to broadcast on the “Moskoviya”
channel. Illegal antisemitic and racist media continued to be distributed throughout the city with
impunity.
People from the Caucasus and Central Asia continued to be harassed by police on a weekly, sometimes daily, basis and asked for registration papers. Those who are unregistered had to pay bribes or
face possible detention, torture and/or deportation. The city government kept in place an illegal
system of resident registration, despite court rulings.
Extremist Groups
Skinheads
In 2001, years of indifference on the part of the police towards skinhead attacks culminated in an
orgy of violence against foreign students, people from the Caucasus and Central Asia, and Jews. The
skinhead movement appears to have become so strong in Moscow that forceful, consistent police
action is needed to bring it under control. Although the Moscow police did make some progress in
this regard in 2001, there are still considerable signs of reluctance to engage in a real crackdown.
Skinhead violence appeared to become more frequent in 2001, though that may be due in part to
greater media attention and better monitoring. Statistics on the number of skinheads in Moscow vary
widely. Over ten nationalistic organizations with around 15,000 members operate in Moscow,
according to law enforcement officials participating in a roundtable entitled “Youth and the Problems
of Political and National Extremism” held on June 22, 2001 in Moscow. Aleksandr Isaev, a representative of the Moscow MVD, told ITAR-TASS that: “nationalistic and fascist movements are
better organized than anti-Nazi and anti-extremist movements,” which only have around 1,000
members. Mr. Isaev counted the number of skinheads in the city at around 2,000 permanent members, with an additional 5,000 sympathizers, and reported the following worrisome statistic—
skinheads are responsible for an average of ten reported crimes a week in Moscow.69 However, a
local newspaper reported in 2000 that the real number of skinheads in Moscow exceeds 8,000.70
Police appear to play down the scale of the skinhead problem. In June 2001, a news agency reported
that according to official police statistics [but not Mr. Isaev?!], only three crimes had been attributed
to skinheads for all of 2001! Irina Rukina, a deputy on the city legislature, was quoted as saying:
“[T]hese official statistics on violations of the law by skinheads have been significantly lowered.”
Obviously believing that the police are not taking the problem seriously, she urged the NGO community to monitor and report on all extremist actions by skinheads in order to get a real picture of what
is going on in the city. She then announced that in the first half of 2001 alone, just one minority
religious community—the Anglican Church of Moscow, most of whose 200 members are black—
reported 196 attacks on members of its congregation.71
On December 10, 2000 three teenagers broke the nose of a Japanese diplomat outside his embassy.
Yoshiyuki Yamada was not robbed, making it appear that the attack was a hate crime.72 A subsequent
report noted that Mr. Yamada’s attackers were skinheads.73 On March 4, 2001 between 10 and 15
youths dressed in camouflage and shouting nationalistic slogans attacked a man from the Caucasus
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in a metro train. A witness reported that the attack at the Mayakovskaya station was “well-coordinated.”74
On March 15, schoolchildren at the Armenian school #1110 in the Southern Administrative District
of Moscow were attacked by around 20 skinheads (ranging from 18-20 years old) armed with clubs
and chains who shouted “Long live Hitler!” as they proceeded to beat several Armenian students and
smash the windows of the school. One student was hospitalized. The arrival of police on the scene
led to the skinheads fleeing, but no arrests were made. A newspaper quoted a source at the school as
saying: “They were not able to arrest anybody and this case probably won’t be resolved in any way.”
A police official at a nearby precinct claimed that there were no skinheads involved in the attack and
that: “The schoolchildren simply had an argument which led to a fight.”75
The press-secretary of the city government—Sergey Tsoy—issued a statement condemning the
behavior of the police, who dispersed the skinheads, but didn’t bother to arrest any of them. Along
with this statement, a newspaper controlled by the city government reported that the day after the
attack, only 100 out of the usual 600 students came to class, and most of them were accompanied by
their parents.76 A few days later, police arrested a few suspects. A newspaper reported that the
suspects were not skinheads.77
On April 9, around 50 skinheads stormed a dormitory for foreign students near the Aviamotornaya
metro station, according to a letter to the editor published in The Moscow Times. The author of the
letter—Arthur Langford III—charged that police responding to the attack turned on the students and
began beating them too:
Not one skinhead was arrested because the police were “not able to catch” any of them… Every single African
student I know has been beaten at least once in Moscow. These beatings occur daily. One student in his final
year of study was recently beaten to death. Most people of color live in fear and the beatings continue with little
attention or no public attention. The skinheads terrorize unchecked. Before the violence was mainly in the
streets. Now it has entered our homes.

The students organized a protest the next day which was ignored by the media.78
As in previous years, April 20—the anniversary of Adolf Hitler’s birth—was marked in Moscow
with widespread racist violence. That day, The Moscow Times printed the following letter from a
foreign student, reproduced in full below:
April 20 is my birthday, and it is Adolf Hitler’s, too. This is the day when ultranationalists, skinheads and other
jerks will be harassing foreign students, as they have in previous years. But such things happen not once a year,
but all year-round.
I have suffered plenty of attacks from these hooligans in previous years on the metro and on the street. The
famous Patrice Lumumba University is not free of attacks by hooligans who converge near it. Only two weeks
ago, an Arab student had his throat slit in the metro. Earlier this year, a black security guard at a university
hostel died from injuries he received in a racially motivated attack. Just a few days ago, a group of students had
to disarm a plainclothes policeman who had been harassing students. In this incident, the rector had to intervene.
Unfortunately, the university tries to cover up these incidents in order to avoid harming its reputation. But the
fact is that the authorities need to do more to curb the high rate of racially motivated attacks. We can understand
that many young people in Russia today have lost hope and feel compelled to vent their frustration on blacks,
Asians and Arabs. But just once, I would like to be able to enjoy my birthday in Moscow.79
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Unlike in previous years, the Moscow police took strong measures to prevent the violence on
Hitler’s birthday from getting out of control. Police were placed on heightened alert from April 2023 and put traditional points of skinhead activity under special control. Nevertheless, on the anniversary itself, an 18 year old Chechen was stabbed to death by skinheads in the center of Moscow after
they insulted his nationality. Despite the fact that witnesses claimed on national television that the
killers were skinheads,80 a top police official—Aleksandr Oboydikhin—asserted that the attack was a
“typical crime” that had nothing to do with skinheads. Mr. Oboydikhin added that one attacker had
already been arrested, and that the identity of the second attacker was already established.81
The worst incident occurred on April 21 at an open-air market in Yasenevo—an area known for high
levels of skinhead activity. According to Moskovsky komsomolets, responding to information that
around 150 skinheads intended to attack
the market, where there are many Azeri
as well as some Russian traders, the
police dispatched a brigade to check out
the situation there at 4:20 PM. Seeing
nothing amiss, the police left. Less than
an hour later, around 150 skinheads “literally took the market by storm,” beating both Azeri and Russian traders and
smashing their stalls. All told, 68
skinheads were arrested by police. The
majority were released soon after, most
of them being under-aged. Five were
charged with hooliganism. Andrey
Semiletnikov, the editor of an
Aftermath of Yasenevo market attack
antisemitic magazine called “Russian
Master” (see the section on “Russian Master” below), which is published in the neighborhood, was
also arrested and charged with hooliganism and involving young people in criminal activity. He is
suspected of organizing the attack.
Top politicians were quick to condemn the violence. President Putin called on police to put a stop to
racially motivated attacks, saying that: “For Russia, which is a multiethnic country, this is absolutely
unacceptable.”82 Moscow’s mayor, Yuri Luzhkov, asserted that the violence had a “clear fascist
coloration” and blamed it on: “A mix of the primitively understood philosophy of fascism, Aryanism
and youth extremism.”83 Although these statements were certainly appropriate, it should be kept in
mind that both politicians have promoted anti-Chechen xenophobia that, arguably, contributed to the
atmosphere that made the Yasenevo market attack possible.
Responding to a question on RTR television about the anniversary weekend’s violence and a recent
conference on the Holocaust in Sweden which she attended, Vice-Premier Valentina Matvienko
made an even stronger statement:
I think that one shouldn’t underestimate these incidents which happen, unfortunately, both around the world and
in Russia. These are new incidents of neo-fascism, nationalism, xenophobia, and antisemitism. People, especially politicians, who underestimate this, they are not thinking about the future of our country, about our youth.
I think that this is a great crime, and the authorities and our legislation should give it the very toughest assessment... I think, first of all, that we need to talk about this, and it is not a coincidence that the government has
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approved a federal program on tolerance, which is directed at preventing such incidents, so that already in
school all this is explained. Secondly, I think that our law enforcement agencies and our laws need to be tougher
on any incident of nationalism, xenophobia and [propaganda of] national superiority. In a country like Russia,
this is even more unacceptable. We are a multi-ethnic country, we have over 100 ethnic groups, and if we are
going to pretend that nothing is going on, we simply could end up tomorrow with a great misfortune.84

At least one major newspaper criticized the authorities’ handling of the violence. An article in the
April 24 issue of Nezavisimaya gazeta asked the question “But is this hooliganism?” in reference to
the attack on the market, adding that the Ministry of Press has done nothing to shut down skinhead
publications and accusing the Moscow police of ignoring the sale of Nazi paraphernalia. In the
opinion of the author: “The skinheads have long ago turned into a powerful movement that is led by
people who are far from stupid” and have a defined structure made up of “under-aged” (12-13 year
olds, who are subject to the most intensive skinhead propaganda), “young ones” (14-16 year olds,
who do most of the fighting because they are too young to be prosecuted for most crimes) and
“elders” (men in their 20’s who “are seriously involved in politics” and “have already announced that
they will found their own political party”).85
Another reaction to the attack came from the Moscow City Duma, which a few days later strengthened a 1997 city law allowing police to fine and arrest distributors of Nazi paraphernalia. Reportedly, the law was vaguely written, contributing to the fact that there was only one conviction in the
city (by the Izmailovsky District Court) imposed for selling swastika buttons since the law was
passed. The seller of these buttons spent all of one day in jail.86 There was no speculation in the
report that police unwillingness to enforce the law may have contributed to such a sorry record of
enforcement.
In December 2001, two Moscow skinheads were sentenced to four and four and a
half years in prison respectively for “armed acts of hooliganism” committed on
April 21. The court found that the 19 and 20 year old defendants, accompanied by
around 20 other skinheads, attacked a car on Aviamotorskaya Street, attempting to
pull the driver out of his car. One skinhead jumped in front of the car, and when it
Skinhead detained stopped, the rest started pounding on it with sticks, stones and bottles. After
for Yasenevo
giving up on trying to get at the terrified driver, the skinheads grabbed a passing
market attack
motorcyclist, kicking him repeatedly in the head after knocking him down. Three
other passersby were beaten shortly thereafter. The convicted extremists reportedly plan to appeal.87
In late April, the liberal weekly Moskovskie novosti reported that skinhead leader Sergey
Tokmakov—who became a hero in skinhead circles for beating up an African-American US Marine
in Moscow in 1999 but was later amnestied—had won a libel case against Moskovskie novosti. A
judge on the Tverskoy Inter-Municipal Court ordered the paper to pay Mr. Tokmakov 1,500 rubles
for damaging his reputation by calling him a “fascist.”88
A few days later, the magazine “Itogi” charged that police:
[C]ategorically refuse to recognize the existence of skinheads as an organized force. In official police reports,
skinheads are shyly called “a group of aggressively inclined youths.”89

On May Day, two youths attacked a 27 year old Tanzanian in the metro. The victim was hospitalized
and the attackers were detained. Police did not exclude the possibility that the attackers were
skinheads.90 On May 5, skinheads joined elderly Communists on Pushkin Square to ritually destroy
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“anti-Russian” newspapers, “filthy kike” imported soft drinks and try to storm Radio Free Europe’s
office.91 During Victory Day (May 9), five foreigners were beaten by around 30 skinheads.92 On
May 16, three skinheads were arrested for beating a Zimbabwean on the metro.93 On May 27, three
youths attacked three Tajik construction workers near an apartment building on Ikshinskaya Street.
The three attackers were arrested, while the Tajiks ended up in the hospital in serious condition.94
On May 29, three skinheads attacked in the metro a Syrian who has lived in Moscow for 30 years.
The victim—identified only as “Kamal B.”—suffered a back injury and damage to his head. He
described witnessing a skinhead attack a month before on the metro:
My friend and I saw how they beat an Azeri… They waited until the door closed and then threw themselves on
him, not giving him a chance to stand up from his seat. They are always beating black people. I know that one
Arab is right now lying in the hospital—his eye popped out.95

In June, a newspaper reported that three skinheads were given long sentences (15 years for one, and
nine years for the other two) in connection with a series of brutal murders they committed in the
Kuzminki section of Moscow. The gang vowed in 1998 to “cleanse” their neighborhood of nonRussians and homeless people. They managed to kill at least one homeless drunk and an Angolan
before being caught in 1999 after stabbing and beating two old men.96
On June 9, a news agency reported that an African had been attacked near the Triumphal Arch on
Kutuzovsky Prospect. Four men reportedly jumped out of a passing BMW and attacked the man
while shouting racist slogans (obviously, not all racists in Russia follow the stereotype of the desperate poor taking out their frustration on ethnic minorities). The attackers stabbed the African in the
neck. He was taken to the hospital and underwent an operation.97 On June 13, two youths beat a
man from Senegal in the metro. The victim was hospitalized with a fractured shoulder blade, and the
attackers were arrested.98
Also in June, a newspaper reported that police had announced plans to “get tough” on skinheads.
The police reportedly first planned to study the problem in order to determine the number of
skinhead gangs in the city, their membership, and their leadership while paying special attention to
areas near embassies of African and Asian countries (several diplomats from these countries have
been attacked over the past year), areas where a high concentration of foreign students live, and
sports and music events that tend to attract a large number of skinheads. In addition, printing presses
throughout the city were to be inspected to see if they are producing any extremist literature, which if
found, were to be destroyed. Finally, summer military-sporting camps were to be created for
troubled youth, including skinheads.99 It should be noted that at the time of writing this report, police
are paying more attention to skinheads, but extremist literature is still freely available in Moscow.
On June 20, a newspaper reported that five Russian students had beaten two Zambian students in a
café. Police claimed that “no nationalistic motives in this fight were established” by their investigation. Rather implausibly, the five Russians claimed that the two Zambians had attacked them and
that they had fought back in self-defense. Students from Bangladesh who were interviewed for the
article told the reporter that they never go out after 6PM, that they never walk to the metro but take a
bus instead, and that many of their fellow foreign students only go out in groups of 30-40.100
On June 27, 2001 the Moscow police finally took some action against antisemitic and racist demonstrations by breaking up a protest organized by the neo-Nazi rock singer Sergey Troytsky and the
head of the extremist “Russian Project”—Andrey Arkhipov. Skinheads gathered at the Belorussian
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Station in what they called a “March to Defend Moscow.” The goals of the demonstration were to
protest Pope John Paul II’s visit to Ukraine and to call for the driving out of all people from the
Caucasus from the city’s markets. However, in an impressive display of force, several busloads of
police and OMON anti-riot troops were mobilized to prevent the skinheads from meeting at the
designated gathering place, arresting several of the would be marchers and persuading many more to
turn around and go home. The number of skinheads arrested reportedly was enough to fill two police
buses. Mr. Arkhipov was quoted in Nezavisimaya gazeta complaining that the Moscow city authorities originally sanctioned the protest, but then banned it at the last minute.101
In July, a newspaper reported that four youths who were possibly skinheads beat a Cameroonian in
the metro. The attackers were arrested.102 On the evening of July 30, around 100 youths, many of
them skinheads, were arrested near the walls of the Kremlin for participating in a gang fight between
skinheads and fans of rap music, who are frequent targets of skinheads because they listen to “black”
music.103 The skinheads were released soon afterwards.104
In August, a 17 year old skinhead was stabbed to death near the Old Arbat. Aleksandr Golinsky
reportedly verbally harassed a man from the Caucasus after seeing him with a Russian woman.
When the man walked away from Aleksandr and his racist friends, the skinhead foolishly followed
him on his own and ended up dead in an alley.105 (Skinheads usually choose to attack their victims as
a group). On August 7, neo-Nazi rock singer Sergey Troytsky and the head of the extremist “Russian
Project”—Andrey Arkhipov held another protest, this time attended by around 50 people. Skinheads
raised their arms in the fascist salute as Mr. Arkhipov condemned market traders from the
Caucasus.106
In September, Angolan asylum seeker Paul Massa Mayoni died in a Moscow hospital several weeks
after skinheads beat him into a coma right in front of the office of the UN High Commissioner for
Refugees (UNHCR) in an August 23 attack. Mr. Mayoni’s murder led to widespread criticism of the
Moscow police force in the Russian media. Nezavisimaya gazeta published an article in September
claiming that: “it appears that within law enforcement agencies, it isn’t nice to point out incidents of
racism.” The paper added that the police most often qualify such attacks as “hooliganism,” rather
than crimes motivated by ethnic or religious hatred.107 Moskovsky komsomolets weighed in with a
lengthy and touching portrait of Mr. Mayoni that demonstrated how difficult it is for an African man
to live in Moscow nowadays. A 34-year-old with a Russian wife and two very young children, Mr.
Mayoni originally fled Angola because of his father’s political activities. Despite credible fears of
persecution, he was never given refugee status in Moscow. Instead, he was taken under the protection of the UNHCR.
His wife Marina was quoted in the article as saying that for Mr. Mayoni, it was:
[V]ery dangerous to leave home. When he went out, Paul was constantly being stopped: Either the police
detained him or he was beaten. He was always walking around with bruises and cuts. I would ask him: “Who?”
and he would just shrug and say “young guys.”

When the skinheads attacked Mr. Mayoni and his friends outside the UNHCR office, five other
African refugees were able to run away in time, but Mr. Mayoni fell behind them, reportedly because
he didn’t want to drop a large bag filled with items he had bought for his children. The skinheads
knocked him down and started to beat him with sticks and chains. He turned toward one of them to
beg for mercy and that was when he received the fatal blow to his head. He slipped into a coma and
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died a couple of weeks later.
“It is terrible to realize that all of this happened within a one-minute walk from the local police
department, but no policeman came to the aid of a dark-skinned person. Even when the ambulance
came, the police were not there,” the Moskovsky komsomolets article charged. “Not a month goes by
when they don’t beat us,” a friend of Mr. Mayoni and fellow refugee told the paper.108 In November,
his killer was arrested—a 16 year old skinhead who lived near the UNHCR center and who police
also suspect took part in the October 30 Tsaritsyno market pogrom (see below).109
Also in September, the Moscow-based Protestant-Catholic Task Force on Racial Attacks and Harassment released a report on racist violence in Moscow. The report informed readers that:
The English-speaking Moscow Protestant and Catholic Chaplaincies have become the spiritual homes for many
African students and refugees. In this report we explain our concerns for our community. We witness terrible
suffering among young men and women who are simply trying to gain an education or escape from dreadful
wars. In particular, we are concerned about the prevalence of racial attacks in Moscow, and the police’s reluctance to respond to these attacks…
Skinhead attacks seem to follow a pattern. A group of 10 to 30 teenagers will gather together and stake out a
victim for an attack. The attack may be an assault with punches and kicking (with combat boots), or it may
involve the use of weapons such as bottles and blunt objects. The following examples are illustrative:
*Patrick B., a graduate student from Sierra Leone, was attacked by more than twenty skinheads in a metro
station on March 25, 2001. The attackers threw beer bottles at him as he rode the escalator. One bottle struck
him in the head, and he required stitches.
*Nal S., a student from Sudan, was attacked in a pedestrian underpass in central Moscow on January 27, 2001.
A group of around twenty skinheads, including one girl, approached him, yelling, “What are you doing in this
country? Go home!” They then beat him, while the girl used the heel of her shoe to pound his mouth. He lost a
tooth and sustained head injuries.
*Yoro K., a French teacher from the Ivory Coast, encountered a group of twenty skinheads near a metro station
on April 20, 2001. He explains the attack in this way, “The boys got on me while I tried to leave a store and
cross at a pedestrian crossing. They kicked me until I fell to the ground. They continued their assaults until I
lost consciousness.” Yoro had to undergo an operation on his head; his head and facial injuries are severe.
Skinheads are not the only perpetrators of such attacks, of course. In this city’s climate of xenophobia, individuals also feel justified in behaving violently toward foreigners. They look for victims who do not appear Russian,
such as people from the Caucasus or Asia. Africans are particularly vulnerable. For example, on April 17, 2001,
a man in his 20’s assaulted Salah A., a refugee from Sudan, in a subway car, bizarrely choosing to cut up his
trousers from behind.
One of the most frightening aspects of these attacks is their unpredictability. They can happen to anyone at any
time. Patrick was on his way to church on Sunday morning; Yoro was leaving a French class in the early
evening. People try to protect themselves by looking for patterns in the attacks. The attacks seem to be more
likely to occur late at night, in areas remote from the city center, near football stadiums at match-time, and when
a person is traveling alone. Even armed with this knowledge, it is hard to protect oneself. On April 7, 2001, a
group of ten young Nigerians decided one evening to travel together and provide one another with security. A
dozen teenagers attacked and beat them…
Staying close to home is often not protection enough. Students at Friendship University, where many Africans
study, have been attacked by security guards who are supposed to provide protection at student hostels. For
example, J., a student from Liberia, had just walked out the door of his hostel when he realized he had forgotten
his identification card. He turned around to re-enter the building, but the security guard would not allow him to
pass. J. asked the guard to accompany him to his room to get the identification card. The security guard refused
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and began to beat J. Later the guard filled out a report saying that J. was drunk at the time of the attack. Other
students confirm that he was not.
The police add to the climate of insecurity surrounding the Friendship University. They troll the area to carry out
document checks. They sometimes become violent. For example, on April 7, 2001, they beat Antonio A., a
student from Guinea Bissau, until he lost consciousness.
Most racial attacks do not result in official police reports and investigations. As a result, skinheads and other
racists act in a climate of impunity. There are four major reasons why the attacks go unreported. First, refugees
have problems with their documents, which makes them reluctant to interact with the police. The Russian police
do not recognize the validity of the UNHCR document that legitimate refugees carry. Though these individuals
should theoretically be eligible to receive refugee papers from the Russian government, the Federal Migration
Service has not looked favorably on Africans’ requests for refugee status. Most refugees live in legal limbo.
They avoid contacts with the police lest they be detained, or possibly even arrested and deported to their wartorn homelands.
Second, the police themselves often persuade victims not to file an official police report. For example, the
police told the group of Nigerians who experienced the attack not to bother with a report “because you would
only be wasting your time.” Another victim reports more questionable activity: “I was forced to sign a document
that I will not file this case with anyone… I was seriously warned.” The police may discourage reporting simply
to save themselves work. Many of them seem to consider racist attacks a form of teenaged “hooliganism,” the
kind of pranks they expect boys to play after a football match or a few beers.
Third, many Africans are afraid of police misconduct. They fear that the police might plant drugs on their
person, beat them or steal their goods. We have not documented many of [sic] such cases. We are aware of the
above-mentioned case of the young man from Guinea-Bissau who was beaten by the police. Also, a
Cameroonian student reports that the police stole his private belongings after detaining him during a document
check on May 8, 2001. In any case, most Africans in Moscow have heard enough stories or rumors that they
assiduously avoid contact with the police unless it is absolutely necessary.
Finally, many individuals say that they do not report incidents because of their general hopelessness. Eric from
Uganda says, “From the past record, I do not believe anything would be done even if I did make a report.”
Aninkon from Ghana echoes this experience: “I have reported on one occasion, and nothing came out of it.”
As a result of the lack of reporting, Moscow’s city and police authorities are not fully aware of the scope of the
problem of racial attacks. There are no reliable statistics on these attacks. How often do they occur? Who are
the perpetrators? What type of injuries do they inflict? How are they affecting the climate of racial relations in
Russia’s capital and around the country? Moreover, the skinheads, as well as the general public, receive the
implicit message that these types of attacks are acceptable.110

On September 3, around 50 youths attacked six “natives of southern republics” of the former USSR
who were selling goods inside the Yugo-Zapadnaya metro station.111 That same month, a magazine
for diplomats in Moscow reported that Japanese diplomats were falling victim to crimes every
month, including at the hands of skinheads.112
On September 23, skinheads attacked Jewish yeshiva students in Marina Roshcha. The students
were returning to their dormitories after class when the skinheads attacked, yelling “Beat the kikes!”
While most of the yeshiva students were able to escape, several of them were seriously injured. The
skinheads, who were older and more numerous, threatened the students that they would strike
again.113 Police started an investigation, but no arrests have been reported at the time of writing this
report.
On October 10, young people wearing swastikas started a fight with police at a demonstration in
front of the State Duma. Several were arrested.114
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On October 30, around 300 skinheads and soccer fans, some armed with metal rods, attacked the
Tsaritsyno market, killing three and injuring several others. Around 25 people were arrested.115
Around 100 other youths, some of them dressed in camouflage, attacked 12 people on a metro train
near the Tsaritsyno station. Half an hour later, over 100 youths beat 11 Afghan traders working at the
Sevastopol Hotel, sending five to the hospital with serious injuries.116 A few days later, President
Putin referred to the attack while calling publicly for a long delayed bill on extremism to be passed
by the State Duma.117
In an example of dangerous consequence from the Moscow police’s earlier go soft policy on
skinheads, a newspaper reported that one of the main organizers of the Tsaritsyno market pogrom—
17 year old Valery Rusakov (nicknamed “The Fascist”)— had been arrested after the April 2001
Yasenevo market attack. According to the article, Rusakov was detained after the Yasenevo attack,
but then let go after signing a written statement pledging that he would not leave the city, which is
very lenient by Russian standards (the vast majority of criminal suspects in Russia are held in pretrial detention for much less serious crimes). He then disappeared.118 Eventually, police caught up to
him.
A long article in Moskovsky komsomolets entitled “Skinheaded Moscow” quoted a terrified witness
to the Tsaritsyno attack:
My husband was on the street and he saw how they fell upon that unlucky soul who died on the spot. They were
yelling “Beat the blacks!” with eyes as if they were on drugs—there was nothing human in them. They suddenly
appeared everywhere. A Kurdish woman selling flowers saw how one of them menaced her five year old
daughter with a weapon. She was barely able in time to cover her daughter with her own body. They broke her
nose and her ribs. One Afghani, trying to escape the pogromists, ran into our cafe. They ran after him. Luckily,
our employees were able to close the door just in time. The terrified Afghan hid in the kitchen. Our people and
clients held shut the door while that mob bashed it with a bat. Almost everybody was cut by the flying glass. It
was really good that we had bars on the windows.119

In an important “signal from above,” the government newspaper Rossiyskaya gazeta on November 2,
2001 weighed in by criticizing the Moscow police for insisting that the attackers were simple soccer
hooligans, rather than members of the RNU. The previous day, the paper had run an article blasting
the police for charging the detained skinheads with murder and hooliganism, but not with inciting
ethnic hatred:
It appears that our prosecutors think that there was no incitement of ethnic hatred here, despite the fact that,
according to witnesses, during the fight the kids were yelling nationalistic slogans: “Get out, this is our city!”
and “Let’s cleanse Moscow of blacks and kikes!”120

On November 3, police prevented another mass skinhead attack by surrounding groups of skinheads
gathered at three different metro stations and forcing them to disperse. Police were reportedly tipped
off to the skinheads’ plans for some sort of an attack by one of their mothers.121
On November 5, Moscow’s Center TV released shocking findings of its poll, which showed a high
level of support for racist violence in Moscow. When asked what they would do if their son decided
to take part in an attack like the October 30 Tsaritsyno pogrom, 83% of respondents said they would
join him, 10% said they would phone the police, and 7% said they would keep their son home. The
admittedly unscientific poll was based on 9,000 phone calls.122 Perhaps because of this widespread
hatred of market traders from the Caucasus—a sentiment shared by far too many policemen—not
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one victim of the October 30 attack registered a complaint with the police, according to a newspaper
article.123 The next day, a news web site released a VTsIOM poll about the Tsaritsyno pogrom showing that 12% of respondents saw it as “the only way to fight the dominance of ‘Caucasians’ in Russian cities” while 34% felt that: “possibly, such actions are not the best way to act, but they are
inevitable so long as ‘Caucasians’ play the boss in Russian cities.” Only 26% felt it was “shameful”
while another 12% felt that it was sad, but had nothing to do with ethnic hatred.124
On November 8, Moscow’s mayor Yuri Luzhkov publicly promised to stamp out extremism in the
capital.125 The next day, a newspaper reported on a march by members of Andrey Arkhipov’s “Great
Russia” and Ilya Lazarenko’s National Front. Some of the marchers held up swastika flags.126
On November 20, police arrested three teenage skinheads for beating three homeless people with
metal pipes, one of whom died.127 On November 26, a Russian youth was seriously wounded by two
men from the Caucasus who stabbed him in the metro after accusing him of being a skinhead, which
may or may not have been true. Earlier at that same station (Prospekt Mira), two Mongol students
were attacked by skinheads.128
At a December 1, 2001 press conference in Moscow, the head of the UN High Commissioner for
Refugees’ (UNHCR) office in Moscow—Joseph Bjork—rejected as “groundless and absurd” allegations that the UNHCR shares some of the blame for Tsaritsyno market pogrom. Mr. Bjork was
reportedly reacting to accusations by what he termed “several circles within the Prosecutor General’s
Office and the Ministry of Internal Affairs” that the UNHCR’s financial support for refugees arriving
in Russia motivates more refugees “who don’t want to work” to come to Russia than should and that
it allows them to lead “an anti-social kind of life that provokes clashes on an inter-ethnic basis.” Mr.
Bjork retorted that the UNHCR’s payments to refugees allows them to subsist in Russia in a way that
doesn’t force them to engage in illegal activity while they look for work and await official refugee
status from the Russian government.129
“Russian Master”
A large, particularly violent group of skinheads has formed around the editors of the antisemitic
magazine Russky Khozyain (“Russian Master”), headquartered near the Yasenevo market. The
deputy chief editor of the magazine—Andrey Semiletnikov— and one of his assistants were arrested
shortly after the April 21 attack on the Yasenevo market (see above) and accused of planning the
attack. Twenty copies of “Mein Kampf” as well as other illegal hate literature were confiscated from
the magazine’s office.130 On April 29, 2001 several dozen skinheads rallied in Moscow to protest
against the arrests.131 Around 200 skinheads held a similar demonstration on May 2. The demonstrators called for the authorities to “cleanse” the city of ethnic minorities.132 On May 29, 2001 “Russian
Master” skinheads held another demonstration, this time on Pushkin Square. Aleksandr
Chervyakov—chief editor of the magazine—led the rally, made up of young men wearing swastikas
(an illegal symbol under Moscow city law). Demonstrators held signs reading “We Vanquished the
Fascists, We Will Vanquish the Zionists Too!” and “Freedom for the Fighters Against the Caucasian
Occupation!” Skinheads shouted “Drive out the Blacks!” a pejorative term for people from the
Caucasus. Mr. Chervyakov added: “And this chaos will never end as long as we are ruled by the
Jew [sic] Luzhkov with his Jewish and Caucasian mafia! And all the newspapers that we have
contacted have not published our announcements because they are Jewish newspapers, but our
magazine is a real Russian publication and you can buy it here.” Police did not react to any of these
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illegal slogans and symbols.133
In June 2001, national and city authorities finally began to crack down on the “Russian Master”
group, though not in a systematic way. On June 29, a news agency reported that the Ministry of the
Press had issued an official warning to the magazine that it was violating a law prohibiting the
incitement of ethnic hatred.134 On July 4, police prevented “Russian Master” adherents from gathering on Kaluga Square.135 The ADL’s Moscow office warned police that the skinhead group was
distributing leaflets announcing a demonstration set for July 25.136 UCSJ is not aware whether that
demonstration took place or not. However, a small group of “Russian Master” supporters did manage to meet, unobstructed by police, at a statute of Lenin on Shchipkovsky Pereulok on August 9,
2001. Mr. Chervyakov called for “the unification of all Russian people for the fight against the
Jewish mafia which has occupied Moscow and Russia.”137 On August 16, the same group met near a
monument to Ho Chi Min. Mr. Chervyakov labeled Stalin and Yeltsin Jews and raved about a
“Jewish mafia.” A magazine quoted a police officer, who along with other guardians of law and
order allegedly watched idly as Mr. Chervyakov illegally incited ethnic hatred, as saying: “I personally am very happy that there is a Chervyakov… Everything he says is true, he just should be more
cautious about it in his statements.”138
On November 6, police raided the magazine’s offices, confiscating antisemitic literature, including
“Mein Kampf.”139
On December 17, a newspaper published an account of a reporter’s visit to the office of “Russian
Master.” The article began with the following assertion:
Capital policemen claim that on the territory of Moscow and Moscow Oblast there are no skinheads at all. That
the problem has been invented by panicked residents and panic inciting journalists. However, a many-thousand
strong army of aggressive youths (whatever they call themselves!) ready to stand under brown flags already
exists in Russia.

According to the journalist, the walls of the office of “Russian Master” are covered with leaflets
reading “Luzhkov is a Jew” and “Jews out.”140
On December 24, Mr. Chervyakov’s group of skinheads were shown on national television holding
yet another demonstration.141 It is not known how the police reacted to that incident.
Russian National Unity (RNU)
Largely driven underground in Moscow after a ban by the city authorities in 1999-2000, the RNU
began to reappear in 2001, though not anywhere near its pre-crackdown strength. It is unclear which
of the RNU’s successor organizations is dominant in Moscow, since most press reports simply refer
to it as the RNU or “the Barkashovites” (barkashovtsy).
On March 20, 2001 NTV’s web site reported that the RNU participated in an antisemitic rally in
Kuzminki Park along with the Union of Orthodox Religious Banner Bearers, the Union of Orthodox
Brotherhoods and the Union of the Russian People (see “Russian Orthodox Antisemites” below for
more details on these groups). The highlight of the rally, which centered on demands that the Russian government enact a law on “spiritual and moral censorship,” was a public burning of pornography, sex education books, books by Edward Radzinsky and Mikhail Gorbachev, and copies of the
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newspaper Moskovsky komsomolets.
Boris Mironov, a former Minister of the Press under Yeltsin, told the crowd that what was happening
in Russia was “an implanting of depravity and anti-Orthodox spirit that kills Russian national traditions which are being destroyed by Russophobes, mostly of Jewish nationality.” Other speakers
called for Russia to be ruled by another Ivan the Terrible and for a “struggle against the diabolical
attack on Russia.”142 When asked by a newspaper reporter if the rally was illegal because it incited
ethnic hatred, a police captain who works in the park reportedly responded: “Yes. But the meeting
was permitted by the authorities and my job is to maintain order. They have until 8 PM reserved.”143
In July 2001, a newspaper sharply criticized the city authorities for going soft on the RNU. The
article began with the words: “Despite all sorts of bans, Russian National Unity has not grown quiet
at all” and described the arrest at a metro station of a 23 year old RNU activist who was distributing
the organization’s newspaper. “The guy was detained, fined, and then released. And that was the
extent of the ‘Kampf’ [“struggle” in German, as in Hitler’s “Mein Kampf.”].”144
On August 17, the RNU joined over 100 other extremists to protest on Moscow’s main street—
Tverskaya Ulitsa. Speakers called for a national-socialist state to be built in Russia. A busload of
police reportedly stood close by as the extremists denounced capitalism on the third anniversary of
the August 1998 financial crisis. No violence or arrests were reported.147
In September, a newspaper alleged that: “It is known that almost all of the low-level Moscow police
sympathize with the RNU” but the author of the article added that such sympathy does not exist at
higher levels within law enforcement structures.
In October, a newspaper sharply criticized the head of the Presnya district administration for issuing
a permit for a neo-Nazi rally in front of the US embassy. RNU thugs, Cossacks and skinheads
gathered there on September 28 with signs showing their support for Osama Bin Laden.148
In November, the official government newspaper Rossiyskaya gazeta slammed the Moscow police
for blaming the October 30 Tsaritsyno pogrom (see above) on ordinary soccer fans “despite the fact
that the victims talked about the openly nationalistic screams and the RNU armbands of the
pogromists.”149 A letter to the editor from an angry resident of Moscow published in Izvestiya was
especially critical of the city police:
It is surprising how zealously the power structures try to ‘protect’ our neo-Nazis from accusations of inciting
ethnic hatred. The RNU is thriving, it trains fighters in hand to hand combat and in shooting. Recently, every
lamppost on Novokuznetskaya Street in Moscow surrounding the Prosecutor’s Office was covered with RNU
leaflets. But there was no reaction of any kind.
GUVD [city police] employees complain about the lack of intelligence information on actions prepared by
‘informal groups.’ And this is in Moscow, which is drowning in police who check the passports of every
brunette [a reference to police harassment of dark-skinned minorities]. The terminology the police use itself
looks strange: neo-Nazis and extremists who march on Hitler’s birthday and use fascist symbols are called by the
GUVD ‘informal groups’ as if they are just as innocent as a club for cat lovers.150

In December, UCSJ’s Moscow Bureau chief Aleksandr Brod reported that leaflets urging people to
join the RNU had appeared in the Moscow subway system. Despite the movement’s illegal status in
the city, the leaflets brazenly include contact information, including a postal address and telephone
number for those wishing to sign up. The leaflets were pasted on maps of the subway system within
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